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The world is populated by some beastly dragons who care nothing for how much they mess up

the oceans, chop down the trees, gobble up all the food and use everything up without

stopping to think.Those dragons need to wake up to what they are doing to their world before it

is too late ...A delightful and energy-filled picture book that addresses concerns about the

environment in the most child-centric and delightful way possible.Brilliantly read by Emilia Fox.

Please note that audio is not supported by all devices, please consult your user manual for

confirmation.
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Sara K Smith, “A really cute book with a fantastic message. A must for kids to learn about .... A

really cute book with a fantastic message. A must for kids to learn about protecting and caring

for our environment.”

wolverinewife, “My favorite children's book!. I was not expecting to be blown away by a

children's book! The illustrations are AMAZING!!! It has become my favorite children's book

and my toddler often will read it (flip through) by himself. I thoroughly enjoy reading this book,

over and over again. Granted, I do not have exactly the same viewpoints as the author

regarding environmentalism, but it is still a great read. I appreciate the fact that the book is

printed with vegetable inks and on recycled paper. I highly recommend this book and I plan on

purchasing it (along with the Peter Rabbit Naturally Better books) for every baby shower and

birthday party.”

SaraBW11768, “I like it better than my daughter. I really like the message this book offers and

the illustrations are wonderful, however my 3yr old daughter doesn't really get it. I keep

reading it to her anyway -- brainwashing works best when we start young :)”

Theresa Boutotte, “Five Stars. Great book about climate change.”

Nancy E., “Unexpected life lesson. The children enjoyed the pictures and can relate to the story

with a bit of explanation.  Good book for Earth Day week at school.”

Julie r, “Fantastic , entertaining great shuttle environmental message. Beautifuly illustrated and

written this book is a hidden gem that I just found ! The subtle environmental lesson about

climate change is wonderfully presented , this would be great to read to a class as part of a

unit , or to your own children to introduce rhyme , lessons and the environment . Loved it ! And

the cute dragons :-)”

Rosey, “Good Book. Great story explaining a grown up topic. Easy to understand for a 3 year

old.”

locsit, “an important book for our time!. Delightful book”

Antony, “Great book for kids on climate change. My son really enjoyed this book, it helped him

to understand climate change and the damage man Mande climate change is doing to the

planet. Great pictures. Focus on animals and dragons that kids can get excited by”



PaganBride, “An introduction to protecting our planet.. To be honest, I think I prefer this book

more than my boys do! We initially purchased the book a my older two boys (4 k 5) are big

dragon fans. Upon reading the book, it follows a strong message about how the dragons have

ruined the world in which they live by using too much of the natural resources, having too many

babies(!) and polluting the environment. Good old Santa is even dragged into the mix and

made homeless. It draws a parallel to the destructive nature of these dragons on that of our

own.Is it a bit much for young readers? Maybe. My boys understand the message, and it has

provided opportunities to broach the subject. I find it a little preachy, but still an enjoyable read.

I've given 4 stars, mainly because of some of the tenuous rhyming, that irritates me a little!”

Jigmoo, “A must for any kids book shelf. LOVE this book! I think every house and class room

should have it. Teaches kids in a clever way about how serious it is to look after our world”

Lindsey Warner, “Must read!. Bought to send as a present - we already know the book. Fab

message about the world we live in and the environment told in an entertaining way with

outstanding illustrations. Love Debi Gliori - highly recommend.”

Miss SL Priestley, “This is amazing. Got as a gift for my nephew. My Brother in law loved it so

much took it into work to show his work team!”

The book by Debi Gliori has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 137 people have provided feedback.
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